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1. Category B: Best Refereed Paper Prize: UPDATE

1.1 Evidence of paper acceptance or publication

In the Call: Evidence of paper acceptance or publication in a high-level refereed journal during the current academic year (תשפ"ג)

Update: Evidence of paper acceptance or publication in a high-level refereed journal between June 2022 – until now.

1.2 Eligibility Criteria

In the Call: Applicants should be students in their last year of studies in an Israeli academic institution during the 2022/2023 academic year (תשפ"ג) while applying to the Call. Receiving the prize after completing studies is subject to the academic institution’s approval.

Update: Applicants should be students in an Israeli academic institution during the 2022/2023 academic year (תשפ"ג) while applying to the Call. Students who finished their studies in an Israeli academic institution in the previous academic year (תשפ"ב) can apply to the Call, subject to approval of the academic institution to the following condition. Receiving the prize after completing studies is subject to the academic institution’s approval.